
 Monday’s Around-the-World blog (ATW) contained a 
mathematical riddle where seemingly money appeared 
from no-where, confounding explanation at first. If you 
missed it, you can read it <here>. The riddle involved 
an enterprising individual capitalizing on the delta (the 
difference) between currencies of two countries 
wherein their dollars were re-valued at 90 cents to 
each other. By going back and forth between the two, 
he managed to buy goods in both countries for 10 
cents over and over, returning to his home straddling 
the two with the same amount of money he started 
with. While Central Banks seem reasonably adept at 
conjuring up money out of thin air these days, in 
looking at this conundrum, we are still left scratching 
our heads trying to understand how this is possible.

Well the solution to the riddle is that the currency 
differential does in fact allow for this, and would -until 
all dollars of country A are in A and dollars of country 
B are in B. Remember, that with each transaction a 
transfer of currency from one country to the other takes place. Eventually both countries would have only 
their own money in supply, at which point all future transactions would be conducted at 9/10th of the face 
value of their local currency when spent in the other countries’ shops and stores. Therefore, what began as 
essentially purchases through the inflationary fixed exchange rates, would be matched by equally 
deflationary purchases in the future, where items bought cost exactly 10% more.

In short, the windfall of the individual who first enjoyed the 
“free” items he purchased (again bought with artificially set 
exchange rates) would essentially pay double going forward, 
once currency equilibrium had been realized. Over time, 
he’d be no further ahead. Mystery solved!  

So to send you off on your weekend scratching your head 
once again, I give you another Lewis Carroll puzzle of the 
Brandy and the Water:

There are two glasses, one which contains ten spoonfuls of brandy and the other ten spoonfuls of water. 
One spoonful of brandy is taken from the first glass and added without spilling to the second. After this has 
been stirred, one spoonful of the new mixture is transferred back, again, without spilling to the glass of 
brandy. With this procedure complete, has more brandy been transferred from the first glass to the second, 
or more water from the second to the first? 

The answer, as it is in Financial Services, is all in the math. Look forward to receiving your responses. A 
prize awaits the first to solve it!

Be safe, be well!
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https://static.twentyoverten.com/5bab86d4e7e32f6280dc7ede/LmdTzxUmFzV/here.pdf

